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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
April 6, 2021                                 
 
Development Services 
Regional District of Fraser Fort George 
155 George Street 
Prince George, BC 
V2L 1P8 
 
Attention:  Heather Meier, Planner III 
      
Re:   Rezoning Amendment from Rural 1 (Ru1) to Rural Residential 2 (RR2) for N ½ of NE ¼ of DL 2415,    
               Cariboo District 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed zoning amendment to rezone the subject property 
from Rural 1 (Ru1) to Rural Residential (RR2) to facilitate the future subdivision of 13 lots on the subject property. 
The property is adjacent to Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve, the City of Prince George maintains the Ferguson 
Lake Nature Reserve through a 99-year lease agreement with Nature Trust of BC.  The intent of the nature 
reserve is to preserve Ferguson Lake habitat while providing public access for nature appreciation.  The City of 
Prince George has the following comments in regards to the proposal: 
 
Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve is entirely located within a Riparian Protection Development Permit area 
designation under Schedule D-2: Riparian Protection Development Permit Areas as per the Official Community 
Plan No. 8383, 2011 as per the attached mapping. Riparian areas are areas of land and vegetation adjacent to 
watercourses that provides a range of important functions, including fish and wildlife habitat, erosion and 
sediment control, flood protection and overall stream bank stability. Riparian Areas need to remain in an 
undisturbed state in order to provide these functions. No works, building, vegetation removal or stockpiling of 
material is to occur in a Riparian Protection Development Permit area without a development permit issued by 
the City of Prince George. 
 
Leave strips within Riparian Protection Development Permit area must remain free of development as per 
Section 8.9.2 of the City of Prince George Zoning Bylaw no. 7850 2007 requires a minimum 15.0 m leave strips 
from the top of bank for agricultural, outdoor recreation and low density (<18 units/ha) residential 
developments.  
 
Administration recommends that no works, building or vegetation removal is to occur within the City of Prince 
George Riparian Protection area and that the applicant ensures that the development considers and not 
negatively impact the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve, extensive recreational trails and boardwalk. 
 
Yours truly, 
 
Melissa Nitz 
Planner 1 
 
Phone:  
Email: Melissa.nitz@princegeorge.ca 



This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site
and is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may
not be accurate, current, or otherwise reliable. This map should not be
used for: navigation, a plan of survey, routes, nor locations.
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From: Dyanne Hoff
To: District
Subject: pilot mountain area rezoning
Date: 2021-04-06 11:59:34

Warren
I chatted with Heather this morning and she suggested I send an e-mail regarding my concerns about rezoning near
Ferguson Lake. When the area was logged 4 years ago did the logger leave the buffer zone along the streams that are
of concern.. If not that should be addressed before anything is rezoned

I can not see 4acre lots with the 30 feet from property lines allowances allowing room for individual wells and sewer
systems. I think of the mess in the Hart around flamingo road area and the riverside and valencia areas and they had
city water.

The other concern is what about livestock on the property and who will babysit the people that ignore this concern
or will it be pitting neighbour against neighbour .

The mess in town regarding the apartment complex being built in a riverbed by people who live in kamloops doing
the specs and getting it passed without someone knowing the history of the area Question is this area bog or clay or
sand ??? Trust is an issue for me as it seems to be get quick scheme for the vancouver company

Thanks for listening
Dyanne Hoff



From: Hilary Crowley
To: Development Services
Subject: zoning amendment bylaw 3195
Date: 2021-04-06 20:25:42

Attn. Heather Meier,
 
We write in opposition to the proposed bylaw amendment 3195 for the parcel adjacent to Ferguson
Lake. Ferguson Lake is a unique gem, much enjoyed by naturalists, hikers, canoeists and family
groups. To alter the zoning of this parcel from Rural 1 to Rural Residential 2  could enable a
subdivision to be built, which would threaten the ecological attributes of this park.  We should
ensure that the sensitivity of this environment is protected from sewage and inevitable nutrients
which could seep into the Lake and destroy habitat for some of its plants and wildlife. The City of
Prince George has gone to great lengths to improve access for diversified populations. Please do not
allow this wise investment to be wasted.
 
Submitted by,
Floyd & Hilary Crowley

 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 



Comments on proposed subdivision next to Ferguson Lake. 
 
I oppose Amendment Bylaw #3195.  My interest in this issue is as a member of the public who has a 
strong commitment to retaining as much natural spaces as possible. 
 
Ferguson Lake is a gem.  It provides a wonderful place for people to enjoy the outdoors.  Watching my 

 learn about nature like frogs, fish, birds and plants in an area close to the city is an 
invaluable experience.  It teaches them the intrinsic necessity of nature.   
 
There is another very valuable reason to keep the Lake and surrounding areas as wild as possible.  
Humans need the outdoors for positive mental health.  In this stressful time of COVID 19, there needs to 
be healthy outdoor spaces for us to recharge our mental batteries. Creating a subdivision close by will 
not be healthy for that environment. 
 
In my opinion, allowing the creation of a subdivision next to Ferguson Lake will likely result in the 
degradation of a much loved and enjoyed Lake.  The real possibility of pollution, both noise and physical, 
negates any perceived benefit.  Look to Tabor Lake as an example of the effects that polluting the land 
around it has had.  Residents of that lake have battled for years to keep the lake weeds from chocking 
out the oxygen in the lake.  And Ferguson Lake is much smaller so the possible effects could be even 
more devastating. 
 
It is past time for us to maintain our natural areas and not infringe on our quickly decreasing green 
spaces.  I strongly believe that allowing the creation of a subdivision next to Ferguson Lake is not in the 
public interest. 
 
Heather Sapergia, BA, MLT 
Prince George resident since . 



From: Isabela Garcia-erxleben
To: Development Services
Subject: Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020
Date: 2021-04-07 11:59:35

To whom it may concern,

    The purpose of this letter is to bring attention to the zoning bylaw on the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve in Prince
George British Columbia. Highlighting the consequential outcomes that will be brought onto both our community
and the wildlife in the surrounding area shows the need to preserve Ferguson Lake as a thriving part of the
ecosystem rather than merging it with urban life. Simply put, it is a risk that should not be taken.
    To begin, we should acknowledge the environmental importance of this section of rezoned land and it’s link to
Ferguson Lake itself. Firstly, this section supports many of the wildlife in this area and is a fluent connection
between the forested area and Ferguson Lake, which many species depend on to thrive. Creating a unique
atmosphere which should not be taken for granted. In addition, not only is this space valuable to the wildlife but also
to our community and the people who visit the nature reserve. For many it is an escape from our urban lifestyles and
a peaceful area to enjoy the outdoors with both its walking trails, accessibility to canoeing and kayaking and much
more.

By consequence, notably, continuing with the rezoning of this area interferes with the natural habitats surrounding
Ferguson Lake and may eventually drive away the wildlife from this area. There is risk of contamination to this
precious area.

Thank you for your consideration,
Isabela Garcia-Erxleben



From: Judy Lundy
To: Development Services
Subject: Regarding bilaw #3195 Ferguson Lake proposed subdivision
Date: 2021-04-07 11:58:44

Ferguson lake is a peaceful area enjoyed by both people and wildlife.  I'm concerned that the
proposed subdivision would place even more pressure on the surrounding wildlife and habitat. 
The area north of pilot mountain rd has already had substantial logging activity in the past few
years, but while habitat rejuvenates the wildlife can still use the areas.  Placing a permanent set
of homes in the area does not allow for habitat recovery.  Additionally, I think the proposed
subdivision would also create too much traffic up and down Pilot mountain Rd, a road that
provides a route for homes in that area as well as logging traffic. 

From: Development Services <developmentservices@rdffg.bc.ca>
Sent: April 7, 2021 11:50 AM
To:  < >
Subject: RDFFG
 
 



To        From 

Regional District of Fraser-Fort George    Mr. Lars Andersen   

Mrs. Lotte Andersen 

Prince George        

 

 

Date: April 6, 2021 

 

 

Public Hearing Regarding Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020 

 

 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

 

We live  to the subject property  
and we believe that our interest in land is affected negatively by the proposed bylaw. 

We bought our property in  because we wanted to live in an area where every lot owner has 
minimum 1.63 ha. We very much appreciate the rural atmosphere, the low traffic flow, and the low 
population density close to The Hart. This way of life is very attractive to many people, which drives the 
property prices up. 

We oppose the proposed rezoning. The change of zoning will according to (4) of Ru1 and RR2 change the 
minimum area of a lot to be created by subdivision from 15 ha to 1.6 ha. This will create more traffic, 
higher density of the population and will result in a more city like atmosphere. 

The proposed rezoning will furthermore put us a risk of being included in the City of Prince George, 
which would drive up our taxes. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present this written comment. 

 

Sincerely, 

Mr. Lars Andersen 

Mrs. Lotte Andersen 

 



From: Ed & Lynne McEwen
To: Development Services
Subject: Subdivision near Ferguson Lake
Date: 2021-04-07 09:48:32

I am sending this email to oppose the proposed rezoning of land next to Ferguson Lake.  (
Public Hearing regarding Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020)

We live on , our  live on  and .  We
use Ferguson Lake for recreation and appreciate having an urban nature park in our
neighborhood and know that many Prince George people feel the same way.

There is a lot of building going on in our area now, with subdivisions going in off of Chief
Lake Road and many new homes going up near Hwy 97 and Chief Lake Road.  Those are at
least growing out from the Hart area.  Having one pop up out in the middle of nowhere and
next to a nature reserve is simply not a good idea.  The birds and wildlife as well as the
streams and fish could be negatively impacted by a subdivision approximately twenty five
meters from the lake.  I am not against growth but I am against this kind of growth.

We certainly hope that the applicants are not successful in obtaining this rezoning and cannot
move ahead with this project.....for the sake of the lake and the neighbourhood.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to share my feelings

Lynne McEwen



From:
To: Development Services
Cc:
Subject: Bylaw No2892 Amendment Bylaw No3195
Date: 2021-04-06 16:57:51

Hello All My name is Neil Bergmann and I am a resident in the  I have lived here for almost 
years Me and my wife have enjoyed living in this rural area of Prince George but still in city limits. We have
enjoyed the wildlife that we see everyday and all the people we meet that enjoy our little sanctuary that we live
in,unfortunatley I have seen the wildlife slowly decline over the years because of development in our area weather
city or rural. I have nothing against this developer but I believe there are better places to build then so close to a
Nature Reserve Or maybe not so many houses being built. I hope you read this as this area is a place for all to enjoy
and see wildlife in its natural setting so close to the city. Do not forget your bug spray. I hope you will reconsider
this proposal Thankyou for reading this Neil



Fli:tL* tir:*rg*

Naturalists {lub

Prince George Naturalists Club {PGNC}
P.O. Box LO92

Prince George, BC VZL 4Vz

To:

Development Services

Regional District of Fraser-Fort George

155 George Street
Prince George, BC VzL 1P8

Re: Current Applications / BYLAW-3195 / PID 015-048-152

April6,Z.OZL

Dear Development Services staff,

The Prince George Naturalists Club {PGNC) is very concerned about the proposal to re-zone the parcel of land

(PlD 015-048-152) on the northwest side of the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve to Rural Residential 2 (RR2)zone.

The Reserve has natural features which warranted its original designation as a Nature Reserve, and it still retains

those important natural values. ln addition, Ferguson Lake Noture Reserve is enjoyed by many Prince George

and Regional District residents in a wide variety of ways, including for cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, hiking,

canoeing, kayaking, fishing, wildlife and flora viewing, nature photography, swimming and picnics. Likewise, our
Club and its members enjoy the Reserve's natural features and make use of its amenities throughout the year.

The Reserve is a unique place among natural areas within our City, where one very quickly has a perception of
'being in the wild' when visiting. The proposed re-zoning puts many of these values at risk by likely degrading

the 'wilderness' or natural area experience, and it may have negative consequences for the local ecosystem.

The fact that Ferguson Lake Noture Reserve is available to residents of the Regional District and the City of
Prince George is significant. People need and are encouraged to access outdoor parks, reserves, trails and

related facilities and infrastructure to maintain both physical and mental health and wellness, not only during

the current pandemic but at all times. Ferguson Loke Nature Reserve is one of the prime locations in our area for
such vital outdoor and nature experience..At the same time, as a natural area reserve, the important ecological

features of the Reserve must be protected for the benefit of all.

Our Club's concerns include, but are not limited to:

likely impact on the natural/wilderness and ecologicalvalues of the nature reserve

possible impacts upon the visual, aesthetic, and recreational experience of Reserve visitors

disturbance to wildlife in the development phase and afterwards

seepage from septic systems or other contaminants released into the local watershed or soils

encroachment from residents of the proposed new properties, in effect "expanding" their properties

(for example, by developing access trails into the Reserve or clearing vegetation for lake views from
their properties)

additional, non-authorized trails into or around the Reserve from increased informal use

1, I i= r,i r,+ r-,



Provisional recommendations by the PGNC:

Deny the re-zoning and proposed development of the subject property; or

Permit the re-zoning, but on condition of a variance or stipulation requiring the exclusion of any
development of the east end of the subject property, whereby there would be a no-development buffer
zone extending for not less than 300 meters westward from the current western boundary of the
Reserve (effectively eliminating development in the area of Lots 9, tO,11,12 and 13 as depicted on the
map produced by L&M Engineering Ltd on p. 9 of the Application for Developmenf document); or

Designate the eastern half or all of the subject property as a Regional Park (reserve) to protect and
enhance the existing Nature Reserve.

We offer these concerns and provisional recommendations in good faith and wish to be informed by the
Regional District of any further actions taken with regards to this matter.

Dave Leman {on behalf of the PGNC Executive}

CC: BC Nature; The City of Prince George; Nature Trust British Colurnbia

Respectfu lly,

Z|i'i;i"'ii



From: Sarah Dowling
To: Development Services
Subject: Ferguson Lake/Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020.
Date: 2021-04-07 09:18:59

Re: Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020.

I am opposed to the change in zoning for this area.
The clearcut logging was distressing with both the aesthetic and environmental impact on the
Ferguson Lake nature reserve and city park. To discover that it was done without permission
adds to the distress. To then add the impact of housing, lack of protection to the creeks, bird
and animal wildlife, plant life and woodland, and the possibility of human impact in the form
of trails to the lake and noise, is unacceptable to an area that was designated as a nature
reserve. 
I have known the park since 2003 and have lived  since . 
It is the only significant trail park in the north of Prince George and the usage has been
increasing in recent years. The city is planning to improve the trail and access in the near
future to this well loved park.
 
Sarah Dowling



From: Bob Steventon
To: Development Services
Cc: Anne Hogan
Subject: Comment on Bylaw 3195 Rezoning
Date: 2021-04-06 13:03:58

April 6, 2021
Submitted by email

Subject:
Public Hearing regarding Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020
Hearing Date: April 8, 2021

From:
Anne Hogan and Bob Steventon

Email: 
Phone: 

We are writing to ask that the Regional Board deny approval to this rezoning application.

Our reasons are as follows:

1. The activity associated with a rural subdivision adjoining the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve would not be
compatible with its designation as a nature reserve or with the interests of the many people who use it. This unique
urban nature park will be put at risk if this rezoning is approved.

2. Two streams flow the entire length of the property. One (Ferguson Creek) is designated as potentially fish
bearing. The lower 30 meters of the other stream is designated as fisheries sensitive. A rural subdivision, even with a
leave strip along each stream, would impact the water quality of both the streams and the lake. Contaminants could
include fertilizers, nutrients leaching from sewage systems, herbicides and pesticides with a potential impact on fish
populations and eutrophication due to increases in algae and aquatic plants.

3. This rezoning would put the value of the City’s current and future investments in the park at risk.

4. The rezoning may offer benefits to the owner of the property but there is no benefit to the residents of this region.
There are many properties throughout the region that could be subdivided to provide more 4-acre rural lots. This
location should not be not one of them.

Background — History of the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve

The City of Prince George established the Reserve in the summer of 1990 following recommendations from regional
biologists Dave King and Dennis Ableson to preserve the only lake in the city able to support a fish population.
(Shane Lake in Forests for the World had not yet been developed as a fishing lake). In 1991 the Prince George
Naturalists Club undertook a four-season survey of the Reserve for the City of Prince George. Past President Sandra
Kinsey sent a 10-page letter with supporting maps to the City summarizing the findings of the survey. The letter
itemized an extensive list of plant and animal species found in the Reserve. The Park was created with wide
community support. The  family donated the site to the Nature Trust of British Columbia. Other organizations
involved in maintaining and developing the Reserve include the Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation, Spruce City
Wildlife, and the Downtown Rotary Club of Prince George.

Many local residents enjoy the park for activities such as canoeing, kayaking, fishing, photography, nature walks,
picnics and general enjoyment. A distinctive feature of the park is the trail that loops around the lake. In September
2020 the City of Prince George rebuilt sections of the boardwalk at the south end of the park. Another 30 metres of



boardwalk at the south end will be repaired in 2021. The City has applied for a $848,980 Canada Infrastructure grant
to make further improvements to the trail and boardwalk.

The current zoning is "Rural 1" which allows residential use with a minimum lot size of 15 ha (37 acres). The owner
could also replant the land and plan to harvest it again when the forest matures. The rezoning to “Rural Residential
2” would allow residential lots with a minimum size of 1.6 ha (4 acres). The property is approximately 25 meters
west of the boardwalk along the northwest side of the lake. The part of the property shown as a Development Permit
Area was logged, along with the rest of the property, sometime in 2017-2018.



From: Beverley Currie
To: Development Services
Subject: Proposed Land Rezoning Adjacent to Ferguson Lake
Date: 2021-04-02 11:52:05

I am reminded daily during the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic how valuable access to nature is
to my wellbeing.  I am also reminded how few these natural spaces are and how quickly they
become overused and ruined.

As a result, I am voicing my opposition to the proposed rezoning of land next to Ferguson
Lake.

The proposed housing project is too close to the lake and is not compatible with the purpose of
Ferguson Lake as a nature reserve.  I am concerned that a housing development would foul the
creeks and lake and destroy the very "nature" of the area. 

Local residents and park users will not benefit from this proposed housing development.
Please do not rezone to allow it.

Sincerely,

Beverley Currie
Prince George, BC



Re:  File No.: REZ 5676/23447/1 
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David Connell, RPP MCIP 
 

 
 
Heather Meier RPP, MCIP 
Planning Leader 
Regional District of Fraser-Fort George 
155 George Street, Prince George, BC V2L 1P8 
 
April 5, 2021 
 
Re: File No.: REZ 5676/23447/1 

Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020 
Pilot Mountain Road Area – Electoral Area ‘A’ 

 
Subject property: 
North half of the North East quarter of District Lot 2415 Cariboo District, located in the 
Pilot Mountain Road area (N1/2 NE1/4 DL2415) 

 
Please accept this letter as a written submission regarding File No.: REZ 5676/23447/1.  
Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020 is proposed to re-zone the subject property from Rural 1 
(Ru1) to Rural Residential 2 (RR2). 
 
I am a resident of the  living  the subject property.  My primary 
interest in the proposed by-law amendment relates to the environmental impact of increased 
residential subdivision on the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve, a protected area.  My  and I 
are regular users of the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve, and have been year-round regular users 
since moving to the City in .  During this time, we have witnessed on-going changes to this 
protected area that have resulted from not only increased use but also climatic changes.  Based 
on our first-hand knowledge, we know that the lake is a sensitive ecosystem that must be 
preserved, especially from unwarranted development such as proposed for the subject property. 
 
The views I express in this letter also reflect my expertise as a Registered Professional Planner 
(RPP) and Member of the Canadian Institute of Planners (MCIP). 
 
As detailed below, I contend that the proposed re-zoning is an inappropriate use of the subject 
property and should be rejected on several grounds.  Most critically,  

1. the re-zoning from Ru1 (minimum parcel size of 15 ha) to RR2 (minimum parcel size of 
1.6 ha) is not consistent with land use planning for the area; and 

2. the cumulative impacts of past logging and proposed residential developments will be 
extensive and irreparable, thus permanently compromising the ecological integrity of the 
Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve.  

   
  



Re:  File No.: REZ 5676/23447/1 

Page 2 of 14 

1. Re-zoning not consistent with land use planning for the area 
 
1.1  Historical context of “rural sprawl” 
 
The City of Prince George and its surrounding area grew dramatically between 1941 and 1981, 
even outpacing a prospering British Columbia.  Unfortunately, much of this growth occurred 
outside of city limits as “rural sprawl”—low-density, haphazard residential development.1  The 
area around Ferguson Lake is a product of this growth.  It took very aggressive measures by the 
City and Regional District to control this form of sprawl, including an extraordinary expansion 
of the city boundary.  But the damage was done, and, ever since, the city and region have 
struggled to deal with the costs of its low-density rural sprawl. 
 
Fifty years later, the proposed development merely repeats this history of rural sprawl and its 
associated problems. 
 
1.2  Official Community Plan for the Salmon River-Lakes area 
 
Land use planning has attempted to redress inappropriate rural sprawl, including the current 
Official Community Plan (OCP) for the Salmon River-Lakes area (By-law 1587, 1996).  The 
fundamental purpose of the Salmon River-Lakes OCP (hereafter OCP) is to state the broad land 
use objectives and policies for the area.  As discussed below, many of these objectives and 
policies provide specific direction to land use planning decisions that restrict rural sprawl.  
 
Of great concern, however, is that the RDFFG Report for Consideration states the following: 

 “the proposal is consistent with the Rural Residential (RR) designation; 
 supports expansion of rural residential development into the undeveloped lands 

designated RR to the north and west of the existing North Kelly settlement area.” 
These statements are not supported with reference to any specific objectives or policies in the 
OCP.  Under Comments, the report only repeats that, “The OCP rural communities policies for 
North Kelly support the expansion of rural residential subdivision into area.”   
 
Contrary to what is presented in the Report for Consideration, an examination of the OCP 
relevant to the North Kelly settlement area indicates that there are no objectives or policies that 
support this by-law amendment.  More to the point, as evident in each of the following points, 
the relevant objectives and policies in the OCP demonstrate that the proposed by-law amendment 
is not consistent with the OCP. 
 
1.2.1  North Kelly 
 
(a) The Report for Consideration supports the proposed by-law amendment in the context of 

rural communities policies (3.3 Rural Holding and Rural Residential.  Rural Communities.)  
However, in this policy, only the following areas of rural settlement are identified:  Ness 
Lake, Salmon Valley, are between Chief and Ness Lake Roads, Goose Country, North Kelly, 

                                                           
1 Llewellyn, Jason (1999).  “Understanding a City’s Form and Function: The Development and Planning History of 
Prince George.” [Thesis]  Prince George, BC: University of Northern British Columbia.  Currently, Llewellyn is 
Director of Planning, Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako. 



Re:  File No.: REZ 5676/23447/1 
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Summit Lake, Reid Lake.  Of note, Pilot Mountain is not identified as a “rural community” 
and the amendment cannot by justified by this policy. 

(b) Pilot Mountain is not North Kelly.  Although both areas are included in Map 6 of the OCP, as 
evident in Figure 1, these areas are not connected; rather, the two areas of rural settlement are 
explicitly separated by Rural 1 land use zones. 

(c) The policy (3.3.12) for North Kelly states: 
North Kelly has developed as a substantial rural residential settlement area and is 
designated RR in the Plan. This area will be able to accommodate much of the demand 
for new residential construction as many of the existing parcels are undeveloped. There 
should not be a need to expand on rural residential subdivision within the time frame 
of this Plan, however, if demand warrants expansion into the undeveloped designated 
RR areas to the north-west could be considered.  [emphasis added] 

Three important points must be acknowledged in the above.  First, there is room in the North 
Kelly area to accommodate residential development.  Second, the Report for Consideration 
presents no evidence to demonstrate that demand for additional residential subdivision 
warrants expansion beyond the existing North Kelly settlement area.  Third, if there was 
demand for expansion of rural subdivision in the Kelly Road/Pilot Mountain area shown on 
Map 6, then this subdivision should take place north-west of Kelly Road, as indicated on 
Figure 1.  The subject property is not within the designated area 
 

Figure 1.  Pilot Mountain and North Kelly areas, showing area for future residential subdivision 

 
Source:  RDFFG, Salmon River-Lakes OCP, Map 6.  Note:  designated area shown in red hash marks were added to the map to 
indicate the area identified for future residential subdivision by the Kelly Road policy (3.3.12) 
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1.2.2  Strategic alignment with strong communities 
 
The Report for Consideration indicates that the proposed by-law amendment has “strategic 
alignment” with “strong communities.”  However, none of the staff comments support this 
alignment.  Further, a search of the RDFFG website provides no information about what a policy 
of “strong communities” is or how it provides strategic direction to land use planning decisions.  
Presumably, the concept of “strong communities” is consistent with principles of smart growth, 
such as:  channeling development into existing neighbourhoods; compact complete communities; 
and increasing transportation choices through land use decisions.2  If the RDFFG strategic 
direction aligns with smart growth management, then the proposed by-law amendment is fully 
inconsistent with the commonly accepted principles of building strong communities. 
 
I also note that the OCP (2.1.19(i)) refers explicitly to “Planning for Smart Communities.”  
Although it is not clear what this concept refers to, it is important to note that the Fraser Basin 
Council conducted research for their Smart Planning for Communities (SPC) program.3  Of note, 
the research report highlights that regional districts in BC identified “preventing rural sprawl” as 
one of the top three priority actions for long-term land use planning.  Presumably, this priority is 
embodied in what appears to be a reference to this program in the OCP. 
 
1.2.3  Additional objectives and policies 
 
Given the purpose of the OCP, it must be presumed that its stated policies and objectives 
characterise a strategic alignment with “strong communities” and give direction to land use 
planning decisions that support this alignment.  In this regard, I highlight the following as 
additional elements of the OCP that support the argument to reject the proposed amendment. 
 

Residential Subdivision (3.1.3) 
(iii)  utilize existing communities as the main determinant in designating Settlement 

Centres, Rural Residential and Rural Holdings; 
 

Transportation Objective (2.1.4) 
To promote a safe and efficient transportation network and direct development so as to 
protect existing and proposed major transportation routes and corridors. 

 
Lake Protection (3.5.8) 
(A)  To protect the natural environment and aesthetic quality of lake resources, all lakes and 

islands within the Plan area are designated, pursuant to Section 945(4)(a) of the Local 
Government Act, for mandatory Development Permits for development within 300 m 
(1000 ft) from the lakeshore, or as shown on the Plan's maps 

(B)  The special conditions and objective for designating the lakes in policy 3.5.8 for 
protection through the use of Development Permits are as follows: 

                                                           
2 See, for example, Curran, D. (2003).  A Case for Smart Growth.  Victoria, BC:  West Coast Environmental Law. 
3 Chess, Joan (2012).  Integrated Community Sustainability Planning: Implications for Rural British Columbia.  
Prince George, BC:  Fraser Basin Council.  Disclaimer:  I was a member of the program’s Research Project 
Advisory Team. 
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(i)  to ensure the protection of the water quality of the lake, since the trophic status of 
each lake is, or could become, such that surrounding development could over 
future years have a significant detrimental effect on water quality; 

(ii)  to protect the aesthetic scenic qualities of the lakeshore, since the lakes have a 
significant amount of public use and the future development of the lakeshore is 
important in maintaining the qualities which make it attractive for that use; 

 
and it is these special conditions and objectives, as detailed in the Fraser-Fort George 
"Lakeshore Guidelines", that justify the designation of lakeshore property of generally 
up to 300 m (1000 ft) from the lakeshore. 

 
Lakeshore Development Guidelines (3.5.5)  

In reviewing proposals for development on lakeshore properties the Regional Board will 
generally use its "Lakeshore Guidelines" in consideration of the proposal, in addition to 
the regular evaluation process if rezoning is required. 

 
Watercourses (3.5.11)  

The Board supports the protection of watercourses and adjacent habitat through the 
retention of natural vegetation in riparian areas next to streams and waterbodies. 
Vegetation retention next to streams and waterbodies is encouraged throughout the Plan 
area as outlined in Stream Stewardship Guidelines provided by the Federal Department of 
Fisheries & Oceans and the Provincial Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks and the 
various Guidelines, Codes and regulations of the Ministries of Environment, Lands and 
Parks and Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. 

 
Environmental Objectives (2.1.13) 

To participate in the identification and protection of environmentally sensitive areas from 
development pressures that would lead to the deterioration of the identified resource. 

 
1.3  Inconsistent with City of Prince George OCP 
 
The Salmon River-Lakes OCP requires integration with other planning areas, including the City 
of Prince George.  Policy 2.2 of the OCP states: 

2.2.0  As this plan includes part of the greater Prince George Area the objectives for 
land use relationships between this Plan, the City and other adjacent planning 
areas are as follows. 

2.2.1  To not promote development proposals that would negatively impact adjacent 
planning areas. 

2.2.2  To advise neighbouring jurisdictions of development proposals that are in close 
proximity for their information and comment. 

2.2.3  To coordinate land use development that is adjacent to neighbouring jurisdictions 
such that it complements current and future land uses on either side of the 
jurisdictional boundary. 

 
For this reason, when considering the proposed by-law change amendment to re-zone the subject 
property, we must also assess the suitability of the increased rural subdivision in relation to the 
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City of Prince George OCP (By-law 8383, 2011) (hereafter, City OCP; reference to “OCP” still 
means Salmon River-Lakes OCP).   
 
With the aim to determine the extent to which the proposed re-zoning is consistent with the 
City’s objectives and policies for the adjacent north-west portion of the City, it is relevant to 
examine the City’s growth management and future land use plans.  As evident in Figure 2 
Growth Management (OCP Schedule B-4) and Figure 3 Future Land Use (OCP Schedule B-6), 
the City has no plans for future residential subdivision in the area adjacent to Pilot Mountain and 
the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve.  Both figures illustrate that the priority land use for the area 
is restricted to areas of existing development.  The “growth priority” areas are driven by the 
City’s objectives and policies to focus development on identified nodes and corridors.  Figure 1 
shows the Growth Priority area in the north-west part of the City, which centres on the Highway 
97/Austin Road area.  Importantly, the growth management priorities of the City OCP were 
informed by a long-term planning process (myPG) that rejected a ‘business as usual’ option. 
 
Figure 2.  Growth Priority area for north-west Prince George 

 
Source:  City of Prince George, OCP Schedule B-4 
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Figure 3.  Future land use plan for north-west Prince George 

 
Source:  City of Prince George, OCP Schedule B-6 

 
 
 
2. Cumulative impacts a threat to Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve 
 
As identified above, several objectives and policies of the Salmon River-Lakes OCP aim to 
protect natural areas like the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve.  These include Lake Protection 
(3.5.8), Lakeshore Development Guidelines (3.5.5), Watercourses (3.5.11), and Environmental 
Objectives (2.1.13).  Collectively, all of these policies support an argument to reject the proposed 
re-zoning given the negative impacts of the increased residential subdivision.  The following 
points aim to substantiate the importance of mitigating further impacts on the protected area.  In 
short, the priority of the Regional District should be to rehabilitate the riparian areas of the 
subject property, not approving a re-zoning that increases the density of permitted residential 
subdivision. 
 
Current context 
 
The subject property is adjacent to the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve, a 37 hectare area under 
legal protection.  The  family donated the property to The Nature Trust of British Columbia, 
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which describes the area as “valuable natural area” in the City of Prince George4.  The area is 
preserved for recreational uses, including hiking, walking, swimming, skiing, fishing, non-
motorized boating, and features a unique trail system of suspended boardwalks and natural paths.  
Only a few days ago, the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve was described as a “gem in the northern 
part of town.”5 
 
Until a few years ago, the area surrounding the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve was mostly an 
intact ecological system, providing relatively unimpeded drainage services and wildlife corridors 
(Figure 4).  However, the subject parcel was then clear cut, as shown in Figure 5.  Area residents 
and recreational users of the trails around the lake were shocked.  It was obvious to everyone that 
the clear cut logging destroyed a drainage service area that supported the lake. 
 
 
Figure 4.  Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve, aerial view of intact ecosystem, c.2017 

 
Source:  https://duckduckgo.com/?t=ffab&q=prince+george+bc&ia=web&iaxm=about&iax=images  

 
 
  

                                                           
4 The Nature Trust of British Columbia, on-line:  
https://tntbc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=2d0f0c100a0147c49872e2b0bdfe5c50  
5 Jahn, Cheryl, CKPG News, Mar 16, 2021, on-line:  https://ckpgtoday.ca/2021/03/16/ferguson-lake-focus-of-city-
attention/  
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Figure 5.  Subject parcel, clear cut, c2018. 

 
Source:  https://www.google.com/maps/place/Prince+George,+BC/@54.0376209,-
122.8535012,933m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x538898f7ef590fe9:0x50135152a7b3050!8m2!3d53.9170641!4d-122.7496693  

 
 
Our concerns are substantiated by the stream assessment completed by the professional biologist 
with Triton Environmental Consultants Ltd. (Triton).  As stated in the report, there are two 
drainages within the subject property that are considered streams under the provincial Water 
Sustainability Act.  The findings of the consultant’s report were confirmed by the Ministry of 
Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations and Rural Development-Water Stewardship. 
 
Based on the consultant’s stream assessment, any development, including land clearing, will 
need to leave a minimum leave strip of 15 metres.  Likewise, any past land clearing should have 
protected these streams.  However, as evident in Figure 6, neither of the streams were protected 
from the clear cut logging, as only a few token trees were left standing in the riparian areas. 
 
Furthermore, the logging was completed in violation of the Regional District’s lakeshore 
Development Permit Area (DPA) requirements.  The eastern-most portion of the subject property 
is covered by a Development Permit Area that extends 300 metres from the shoreline of 
Ferguson Lake (Figure 7).  Under the DPA, the RDFFG requires an approved permit before 
clearing land.  However, the land owner did not apply for a development permit and the land was 
cleared illegally right up to the property line, and with little concern for the ecological integrity 
of the land base or Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve. 
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Figure 6.  Aerial view of two streams located on subject property, after clear cut logging 

 
 
 
Figure 7.  Subject property, showing portion covered by Development Permit Area 
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Figure 8 illustrates what the subject property would look like today if the land owner fulfilled 
their legal and ethical responsibilities to care for their land—and for the ecological integrity of 
the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve.  This image was created by layering an edited image of the 
original land base over the clear cut parcel.  The intent is to show what the subject property 
would look like if the riparian areas were preserved properly. 
 
Figure 8.  Overlay illustrating protected riparian and development permit areas. 

 
Note:  this image was created by the author using only PowerPoint.  Any inaccuracies are unintended. 

 
 
Next, it is possible to imagine what the subject property would look like by overlaying the 
preserved riparian areas with the proposed subdivision.  Figure 9 shows the subdivision as 
proposed.  Figure 10 shows the same subdivision overlaid with the preserved riparian areas. 
 
Finally, we must also consider the future development of the adjacent parcel to the south (S1/2 of 
NE1/4 DL2415).  The land owner of the subject property (northern parcel) applied for a Crown 
Grant to the southern parcel under the residential policy for a subdivision development.  The 
approximate location of the adjacent parcels is shown in Figure 11.  When reviewing the 
proposed by-law amendment, these two parcels should be treated as a single residential 
development.  As the land owner stated in the Crown Grant application (2.2 Location 
Justification): 

My client owns the property just to the north of this Crown Land and in order for them to 
gain access to their property is to go through the Crown Land….Since the Crown Land is 
already zoned to RR2 and my client is in the process of rezoning their property to RR2, 
they are interested in developing both properties into two RR2 subdivisions.  

The land owner’s intention to treat the two parcels as a single residential subdivision is also 
evident.   As illustrated in Figure 12, the combined footprint of these two subdivisions is 
substantial, further showing the extent to which the development is not consistent with the OCP.   
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Figure 9.  Subject property, proposed subdivision, showing DPA boundary 

 
 
Figure 10.  Subject property, proposed subdivision with riparian area layer 
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Figure 11.  Subject property and adjacent parcel to south, approximate location. 

 
 
 
Figure 12.  Footprint of two proposed residential subdivisions 

 
Source:  the subdivision for the south parcel is from the Crown Grant application for residential subdivision (File # 7408246).  
Note that the plan is identified as “preliminary only.” 
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Critically, the environmental impact on Ferguson Lake watershed will also be significant.  It is 
reasonable to presume that that the western portion of the south parcel drains into the south 
stream of the subject property; the rest of the south parcel drains into the lake. 
 
Altogether, the cumulative impacts of the clear cut logging of the subject property and the 
combined residential subdivisions will be extensive and permanent.  The Ferguson Lake Nature 
Reserve will be harmed irreparably. 
 
Conclusion 
 
By all accounts presented herein, the proposed re-zoning of the subject property from Ru1 
(minimum parcel size of 15 ha) to RR2 (minimum parcel size 1.6 ha) should be rejected.  The 
increased residential subdivision is contrary to the land use objectives and policies of the Salmon 
River-Lakes OCP and is inconsistent with the growth management objectives of the City of 
Prince George OCP.  Critically, the cumulative impacts of past logging and proposed residential 
developments on the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve will be extensive and irreparable.  The 
immediate priority of the Regional District should be to rehabilitate the riparian areas of the 
subject property.  If the subject property is to be developed for residential use, a minimum parcel 
size of 15 ha is the only viable option. 
 

 



Attention:
Regional District of Fraser-Fort George

April 5th, 2021

Re: File No.: REZ 5676/23447/1 Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020
Pilot Mountain Road Area – Electoral Area ‘A’ Subject property: North half of the North East
quarter of District Lot 2415 Cariboo District, located in the Pilot Mountain Road area (N1/2
NE1/4 DL2415)

I am writing this letter to protect Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve, a small but precious area of
land/lake. My family and I have lived  minutes away from Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve since

. This is our home and we call it home because of this areas’ natural beauty. We appreciate
the wildlife, lake and the forests. By allowing the rezoning of above stated land and the
subsequent construction of a subdivision, the devastating environmental effects to Ferguson
Lake Nature Reserve will be permanent. I don’t need to go into the negative impacts of building
a subdivision by Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve as other letters to your office have explained it
well enough, though, I would like to add that the destruction of a natural space will add to the
decline of both mental and physical health of humans, namely the residents of Prince George.

Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve is used by humans. People come to this place with their
families, friends and pets to get back to nature, socialize, exercise and get grounded. The
citizens of Prince George know that Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve is close by and is a place to
swim, fish, picnic and go for a nature walk/hike. By allowing the construction of a subdivision
that borders Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve and subsequently destroying it, the RDFFG will be
doing great harm to the well-being of Prince George residents. Natural and green spaces are
needed for mental and physical well-being. It has been documented that the effects of our
current global crisis that includes deforestation and the loss of natural spaces (ecosystems etc)
has a negative effect on human mental and physical health. If we look at the bigger picture
-global warming,that the subdivision will be contributing to-the effects on mental/physical health
include increase suicide rates, exacerbation of mood disorders/anxiety disorder, increased
hospitalization to psychiatric wards just to name a few; physical health includes exacerbation of
cardiovascular health problems.
By protecting Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve RDFFG will be supporting the mental and
physical health of this community, and not only that, but protecting a green natural space for
future generations. I am requesting that you do not allow the rezoning of above stated land.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Heather Erxleben





From: Helen Sevigny
To: Development Services
Cc: helensevigny
Subject: Ferguson Lake proposal
Date: 2021-04-06 09:53:37

Good Day
   I have some major concerns about this new subdivision for Pilot mnt/Ferguson Lake.
       The subdivision will back right up to the park boundary, which at that spot is very narrow. The
park is already very popular, being over fished and polluted with trash, dog ewww,  atvs and skidoos
in and along the lake and trails. The addition of this population would be a terrible loss of  nature.
      So far this spring we have been flooded with building wants. Kid Const wants  apartments in 3
buildings 1 mile away,  People that own on Inglewood rd. have cleared somewhere about 180 acres
for another huge neighbourhood. I realize people have to grow but not at the cost of what make the
Hart have Heart. If housing is what is needed then go out north Kelly road more.
    The land in question has been completely clear cut, to me this is the totally wrong way to start.
Who wants to own land without 1 dang tree. They never gave one thought to the atheistic of the
area. Also trees help filtre the flow into the lake. This area is all wells and lagoons, there is a lot of
run off into the lake streams, this in turn will also wreak havoc with the waters.
       I have lived on  since  and feel I am entitled to an opinion. As I know from
experience, people do what they want and rdffg does not babysit us. I feel there will be people that
will buy these properties and totally destroy the lake because they feel entitled.
    Please do not allow this to happen. I love my neighbourhood and I feel that there are plenty of
lands already “good to go” and it saddens me to think Ferguson Lake and Park will be ruined if this
subdivision is allowed.
   Thank you for your time.
                                                               Helen Sevigny
                                                              
                                                              
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
 



From: jeff werner
To: Development Services
Subject: Zoning Bylaw No. 2892
Date: 2021-04-03 13:43:55

Development Services

Regional District, Fraser-Fort George,

I am writing to register my objection to the current application Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment
Bylaw No. 3195, 2020 to rezone the property adjacent to Ferguson lake from Rural to Residential. 
Constructing a subdivision here places the fish and wildlife that visitors of Ferguson lake rely upon
for recreation and enjoyment at risk. I speak as both a user of this important park but also as a
professional biologist who regularly assesses the cumulative permanent impacts associated with
various types of development. A subdivision so close to this ecologically sensitive area will negatively
impact recreational opportunities associated with the enjoyment of fish, birds, and aquatic
mammals. Please reconsider this proposal. Residence of the Prince George region have relatively few
opportunities to interact with semi-natural environments that still support many of the iconic
wildlife we have collectively come to value but that we increasingly recognize are disappearing. I
urge you not to approve this application and to recognize the important and sensitive nature of
Ferguson lake and the value it holds for the public. 

 

With Regards, 

 

Jeffery R. Werner 

R.P.Bio 



From:
To: Development Services
Subject: Public Hearing regarding Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020
Date: 2021-04-06 09:11:24

Hello, I am writing to express concern regarding the proposed Zoning Bylaw #2892, Amendment to Bylaw
#3195, 2020. 

As visitors to the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve for over 2 decades, we have witnessed the healthy year-
round outdoor opportunity this area provides to many residents of Prince George. Besides maintaining
pristine natural areas for the public, our increased awareness of the critical importance of  protecting diverse
biological diversity, makes protecting this rich city-limits park even more pressing (this richness prompted
the previous property owners to donate the land so it would be protected and enjoyed by the public). 

Due to the connectivity and sensitivity of the area’s watershed (e.g. streams running through development
property and into Ferguson Lake), the lake is particularly vulnerable to common residential pollutants.
Hence, allowing increased residential density directly adjacent is very short-sighted. As well, by allowing
this increased risk, future potential donors of land would have reason to doubt any future similarly generous
donations would not be protected, and therefore not worthwhile. 

Thank you for this opportunity to voice my concern.

Karen Hong



From: Melinda Roy
To: Development Services
Subject: Concerning Zoning Bylaw No 2892, Amendment No. 3195 and the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve
Date: 2021-04-06 13:21:35

I am writing to express my concerns about the proposed changes to Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195 and its impacts to the
ecosystem in and surrounding Ferguson Lake.

I have read the background documents, application and assessments but believe they do not show the full picture of environmental and
ecological harm residential development would cause to the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve and area. The application indicates that there are no
existing services in the area for electricity, telephone, natural gas, sewage disposal or water systems, therefore the proposed development would
require a devastating amount of destruction of the lot and disruption to local wildlife and waterways in the Nature Reserve. The Triton
assessment provided looks only at streams and drainage, but does not consider the resident and migratory inhabitants, nor public use of the
neighboring area. These firms generally provide only the information they are hired for, and this assessment does not show the full impacts of
development proposed by Global Union Investments Group. The duty to determine whether a policy change should go forward or not falls to the
Regional District Board, and I believe there is additional information they need to make an informed decision. As a long-time resident of Prince
George, I offer the following research, based on publicly available data sources.

This proposal should be considered as falling in alignment with the Climate Action strategy of the Regional District, as this sensitive wetland area
has its own microclimate and ecosystem that will be impacted by the proposed changes. 68 species of birds have been identified to live or pass
through the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve(1). Of these, the Great Blue Heron is a species list of Special Concern (2) in BC. There have also
been Western Toad sightings in Ferguson Lake(3), the toads have a ‘high medium’ degree of threat to its population, or is considered near-
threatened. Primary threats to the toads are habitat degradation and loss, which includes “urban development, pollutants, non-native species
such as fish, and impacts from forestry and roads. Increasing road density around breeding sites also pose a serious threat to persistence of the
population. Toads return to traditional breeding sites and are vulnerable to road mortality during this time. Toad metamorphs gather in large post-
metamorphic aggregations that could contain hundreds of thousands of animals and these aggregations are also very vulnerable to roadkill” (4). I
have personally seen a cluster of Western Toads cross a road in the Prince George area. The group was so large and dense that it was
impossible to dodge them with my car even at a crawling speed, and it would have taken hours to wait for them all to pass. Building roads on
their pathways to the lake guarantees they will be roadkill. The development of roads and introduction traffic in this area puts the Western Toad,
and other fauna at risk from collisions.

Residential development also brings increases in pesticide, herbicide and fertilizer use. These pollutants leach through the ground into streams
and underground waterways connected to the lake, and used by animals in the surrounding area. While the danger of pesticides and herbicides
to pollinator life are known, fertilizers are also dangerous to lake health. Fertilizer seepage into lakes and streams can cause an increase in algal
blooms which decrease oxygen levels in the lake and block sunlight from reaching fish and their deeper water plant habitat(5). When these
plants die, fish starve. Ferguson Lake is currently a stocked lake, and an accessible, popular local fishery for Rainbow and Brook Trout. It is
important to also consider food webs and toxin transmission from plants, to insects, to rodents, birds, fish and other fauna. Algae are at the
bottom of a food web, and along with the problem of blooms, some algae produce toxins: “Although the toxin produced by one phytoplankton cell
is minuscule, it can accumulate quickly through the food web as each consumer takes in more and more of the toxin. This...bioaccumulation is
the process by which compounds accumulate or build up in an organism at a rate faster than they can be broken down. Organisms such as...fish
have been found to retain toxins from phytoplankton in their bodies. These organisms are often not affected by the toxins but pass the toxins on
further along the food web. The larger animals get the bigger doses of accumulated toxin”(6). Fish are then eaten by birds such as the Great
Blue Heron, as well as bears, fox, rodents and insects (carcass remains), as well as local anglers, who then ingest these toxins. Consider that
the territory of a pair of Chickadees ranges from 3 hectares to 7 hectares. This parcel of land and the nature reserve is significant to many year-
round resident animal populations.

As noted on page 10 of the board report, the conceptual lot design includes proposed stream crossings, which means the banks would require
alteration to install bridge or other structures, and the streams would be disturbed. Fish do not develop their cough reflex (to clear out the silt and
dirt from their gills) until 3 to 4 weeks of life(7).This means that they cannot clear out the mud they breathe in. Further development on this lot will
introduce not only chemical run-off into the streams, but also silt and dirt run-off into Ferguson Creek, which the report identifies as fish-bearing.
This muddying of the water would cause these young fish to die, and interrupt the fish life cycle. This will decrease the value the lake has to local
anglers, as well as introducing gaps in the food web of the Ferguson Lake and surrounding area ecosystem. 

The Regional District of Fraser-Fort George board members should consider that in a 2011 report from The Species at Risk Local Government
Working Group, 74% of public survey respondents agreed that “landowners should not have the right to use their property in ways that
jeopardizes plants or animals at risk of extinction, endangerment or threat” and 95% “agreed that the public should be encouraged to become
involved in protecting and recovering species at risk”(8). The Local Government Act identifies the purposes of regional district governing to
provide good government, stewardship of public assets, and foster the environmental well-being of its community. As representatives of the
public, I encourage the board to act in the best interest of the communities they represent. The city of Prince George and its residents have
invested money and time into the development and maintenance of the Ferguson Lake Nature Reserve, including interpretive signs and the
boardwalk. The proposed rezoning, and following residential development, would harm both the lake and surrounding area inhabitants, decrease
the value of the park, and directly contravene the long-standing public investment in the park. Vote no to Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment
Bylaw No. 3195.

Sincerely,
Melinda Roy
Prince George, BC

1. Ferguson Lake Hotspot List, iBird Canada https://ebird.org/canada/hotspot/L5532627
2. BC Bird List http://wildresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/WildResearch_BC_Bird_list.pdf
3. Ferguson Lake and area Observations, iNaturalist.ca https://inaturalist.ca/observations?



nelat=54.040129748014145&nelng=-122.8272194522245&place_id=any&swlat=54.033198982447786&swlng=-122.8586120265348
4. Conservation Status Report: Western Toad, Government of BC. https://a100.gov.bc.ca/pub/eswp/esr.do?

id=16554#:~:text=Western%20Toad%20is%20a%20wide,decline%20of%2010%2D30%25.
5. The Complex Relationships Between Increases in Fertilization of the Earth, Coastal Eutrophication and Proliferation of Harmful

Algal Blooms. https://www.researchgate.net/profile/P-
Glibert/publication/226245782_Ecological_Studies/links/0912f50a53ba46bd97000000/Ecological-Studies.pdf

6. Toxins and Food Webs, Science Learning Hub. https://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/resources/367-toxins-and-food-webs
7. Forest Practices & Fish Habitat, BC Forest Practices Board and BC Wildlife Foundation https://www.bcfpb.ca/news-

resources/videos/webinar-forest-practices-and-fish-habitat/
8. Working Together to Protect Species at Risk, Species at Risk Local Government Working

Group. https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/environment/plants-animals-and-ecosystems/species-ecosystems-at-risk/local-
government-working-group/sear_discussion_paper_january_2011.pdf
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April 1, 2021 
 
 
Regional District of Fraser-Fort George 
155 George Street, 
Prince George, BC V2L 1P8 
 
RE: Comments regarding Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
In response to the Regional District of Fraser-Fort George administrative report dated October 6, 
2020, regarding the Zoning and Bylaw Amendment Application made by 1216590 BC Ltd, The Nature 
Trust of British Columbia strongly objects to this zoning amendment application. 
 
The Nature Trust of British Columbia is an affected neighbouring landowner, as the owner of an 
adjacent 37 hectare (91 acre) complex of properties located immediately east of the proposed 
project site. These properties (PID: 016-023-382 & 016-023-366) were donated to The Nature Trust of 
British Columbia in 1990 to secure forest, riparian, and wetland habitat. They are leased to the City of 
Prince George, to be maintained and operated as a nature reserve and site for public nature 
appreciation. 
 
The proposed project negatively impacts conservation values on adjacent properties. Placing an 11-
lot residential subdivision adjacent to an established conservation area is not appropriate. Increased 
human activity and habitat modification arising from the 11 new residences would result in 
significant ecological impacts, including reduced usage of adjacent conservation holdings by wildlife, 
and potential alteration of local hydrology. The placement of a residential subdivision between 
Ferguson Lake and Provincial Crown land to the north and west will impact movement corridors for 
moose and other wildlife. The proposed development is also within a Lakeshore Development Permit 
Area established by the Regional District of Fraser-Fort George, intended to protect the natural 
environment and water quality. 
 
The project proposes a zoning change from Rural 1 to Rural Residential 2. The Nature Trust of British 
Columbia has no objection to the subject property being used as current zoning permits, as a 
minimum lot size of 15 hectares is likely adequate in keeping the landscape open for wildlife passage, 
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and minimizing human activity adjacent to conservation holdings. Rezoning to a designation that 
would allow for a minimum lot size of 1.6 hectares would have serious impacts on the long-term 
viability of the adjacent conservation area; an outcome that was not anticipated when the 
conservation area was established in 1990. A fundamental principle of zoning is a premise of 
consistency and certainty for adjacent property owners.   
 
For these reasons, The Nature Trust of British Columbia asks that the proposed zoning change be 
denied by the Regional District of Fraser-Fort George. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Carleton MacNaughton 
Interior & Coastal Conservation Land Manager 
 



From: John McAvoy
To: Development Services
Subject: Ferguson lake should stay zoned Rural 1
Date: 2021-03-31 16:28:08

Simply put there are better places around town NOT close to a lake and streams with fish, in
which to make residential housing. This is simple to understand. Whatever excuses are
presented to justify rezoning are null and void when compared to how precious fresh water is
to this area, the local ecosystem and Canada as a whole. Please do not rezone and develop this
area. 

Sincerely,
John McAvoy (PG resident since )



From: Michael Warr
To: Development Services
Subject: Zoning Bylaw no. 2892
Date: 2021-03-31 21:48:29

This housing development will intrude and pollute the Ferguson Lake Nature
Reserve. Cynically the new development could use the nature reserve as a selling
point for the houses, and yet help pollute the nearby said reserve. 
This housing development would extend even more houses out from the Prince
George urban centre and make the region a spreading housing area.
Please vote against the Zoning Bylaw, Amendment 3195, 2020. Preserve don't
spread. 
Sincerely Michael Warr



From: Eric Arsenault
To: Development Services
Subject: Regarding Zoning Change for N1/2 of the NE1/4 of DL2415
Date: 2021-03-29 09:23:16

Good Day.

My name is Eric Arsenault, and my wife, Sharlene, and I own the 16 hectare lot directly 
of the subject property.  Our legal description is .

As we have no telephone line to our property, we will not be able to attend the telephone
conference at 18:30, April 8, because it would likely exceed the time allotted on our cellular
plan, therefore I am sending you an email regarding our concerns.  Please acknowledge the
receipt of this email.  Thank you.

The proposal states that the purpose of the zoning change is to "facilitate subdivision, or other
permitted uses pursuant to the RR2 zone."  I went to your website to try to find out what the
"other permitted uses" were, and at first was unable to find anything, but just last week, I tried
again and found the application information had been posted.  I was surprised to find out that
the subject property has once again changed ownership, and that the company involved is
Global Union Investment Group which is the same company that is applying for a Crown
Grant of the 32 hectares just to the south of the subject property.  This means that Global
Union Investment Group is planning on subdividing a full quarter section of DL 2415.  I,
personally, think that it is an extremely ambitious plan for them, considering that they are not
a local company.  

I will give you a short history of events which should clear up our perspective on this issue...
We purchased our property in  because it was fairly close to Prince George and yet was
fairly private with no close neighbours.  At the time the subject property was completely
undeveloped, but by the time we moved onto our property in , the owner had refurbished
the old Pilot Mountain Lookout road that went right through his property with the aim of using
it for access.  The owner claimed he planned on developing the property for , and
he thought he would perhaps subdivide the property.  I told him, at the time, that I did not
approve of any subdivision between our place and Ferguson Lake Park for several reasons; 
First, a subdivision would destroy our privacy and security by providing access to our back
yard.  Second, no matter how efficient the septic systems, a subdivision would increase the
pollution in the creek that feeds into Ferguson Lake.  Third, as the property is visible from
Ferguson Lake Park, it would destroy the wilderness experience for those that visit the Park. 
Fourth, by opening up the area, there would be access for undesirables like snowmobiles,
quads, and motorbikes to the Park.

About three years ago, we were horrified to find that the property had sold and that the new
owners were logging it.  When I expressed my concerns to the new owners, they promised me
that they did not plan to subdivide and that they had an employee who was probably going to
buy it after the logging was complete.  According to them, the employee was going to make it
a single residence, and there was not going to be any subdivision.

Now, we have received your notice of a rezoning application to "facilitate subdivision, or
other permitted uses pursuant to the RR2 zone."  Of course, we are somewhat upset about the
application because all four of the anti subdivision reasons that we provided to the first owner



are still valid.  In summary, the following are our reasons:

1 - A subdivision would destroy our privacy and security by providing access to our back
yard.

2 - No matter how efficient the septic systems, a subdivision would increase the pollution in
the creek that feeds into Ferguson Lake.

3 - As the subdivision borders Ferguson Lake Park, it will be visible from Park,  and it will
destroy the wilderness experience for those that visit the Park.

4 - By opening up the area, access to the Park would be available for undesirables like
snowmobiles, quads, and motorbikes, which would cause even more damage to the Park.

5 - The increase of vehicles using Pilot Mountain Road would be very significant, which
would likely require upgrades to the road.  For example a turn only lane would likely be
necessary on Chief Lake Road to allow vehicles safe turning onto Pilot.  This would be
especially true when there is active log hauling on Pilot Mt Road.

6 - The subject property has always been a wildlife corridor between Ferguson Lake and the
old growth forests surrounding Pilot Mountain.

7 - There have always been numerous raptors of many different types nesting on the subject
property, but, since the logging, I have only seen one nest which, I think, belongs to Redtail
Hawks.  I assume the rest of the nests were destroyed during the logging.  However, since the
logging, there have been more raptors in the area that ever before... I assume it is because
there are more rodents on the property living in the logging slash.  This, to me, is the only
benefit that we have gained from the logging, but if the property were to be developed, the
number of raptors would likely decrease dramatically. 

In short, we are very much opposed to any subdivision on the subject property, and we wonder
if the City of Prince George has been consulted about the impacts to Ferguson Lake Park.  To
my knowledge, none of the affected City residents have been informed of this application, and
I would think that they should be.  There was a notice in the Citizen about it... but I have found
that not very many people have noticed it.

Thanks for the opportunity to express our views.

Eric Arsenault.







From: Lacey Hunniford
To: Development Services
Subject: Rezoning Application input
Date: 2021-03-27 20:08:29

Hi,

I am writing to provide commentary for:

Owner: 1216590 BC Ltd. Inc. No. BC1216590 Agent: Adrian Vander-Velden and
Larry Rowe Proposal: Bylaw No. 3195 is proposed to rezone the subject property
from Rural 1 (Ru1) to Rural Residential 2 (RR2) to facilitate subdivision, or other
permitted uses pursuant to the RR2 zone. The subject property is The North ½ of
the North East ¼ of District Lot 2415 Cariboo District and located in the Pilot
Mountain Road area. 

I live at , a few kilometers away from Ferguson Lake. I
frequent the area often and enjoy this quiet space.

Ferguson Lake is a nature reserve. Obviously, this adjacent subdivision would
displace innumerable birds, ground bearing creatures and larger animals.
Subdividing a large parcel of property so close to the nature reserve would
devastate habitat, add noise pollution, and drive nearby animals away from the
reserve. Subdividing this land does nothing to benefit this beautiful space and
would indeed cause harm to the ecosystem. We need to keep this space green,
intact, as it is.

Sincerely,
Lacey Hunniford



REGIONAL DISTRICT OF FRASER-FORT GEORGE 
CERTIFIED EXTRACT 

ITEM # 6.5 

ZONING BYLAW NO. 2892, 
AMENDMENT BYLAW NO. 
3195, 2020 (VANDER-
VELDEN AND ROWE) 

A report was presented regarding Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 
2020 at Pilot Mountain Road (Vander-Velden and Rowe). 

RES. NO. 684//20   Wilson/Frederick 

THAT the report, conceptual lot plan, and drainage assessment report be received. 

CARRIED 

RES. NO. 685//20   Wilson/Frederick 

THAT Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020 be now introduced and 
read for the first time. 

CARRIED 

RES. NO. 686//20   Wilson/Frederick 

THAT Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020 be given second 
reading. 

CARRIED 

RES. NO. 687//20   Wilson/Frederick 

THAT a public hearing on Zoning Bylaw No. 2892, Amendment Bylaw No. 3195, 2020 be 
held with the chairing of the hearing delegated to Director Wilson, or his Alternate, or any 
other Director as a delegate of the Board.   

CARRIED 

Certified a true and correct extract from the Minutes of the Regional District of Fraser-Fort George Board meeting held on 
October 15, 2020. 

________________________________ 
K. Jensen
General Manager of Legislative and
Corporate Services

Dated: October    , 2020 22

kjensen
Karla Signature full




